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1
  In his papers 12, 13 , G. Goes developed the theory of C -complemen-
tary spaces of Fourier coefficients, that is, the complementary spaces with
 respect to Cesaro method of summability. In 14 he used these results as a`
bridge between known theorems on summability factors for the Cesaro`
summability method C and effective sufficient conditions for the multipli-
 ers of Fourier series. These results were extended by M. Tynnov 25, 26 in
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the Emmy Noether Institute at Bar-Ilan University.
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a way that C methods were substituted by general regular methods. A
 comprehensive exposition may be found in 4, Sect. 28 . This concept
allows us to reduce summability and multiplier problems for Fourier series
to summability problems for numerical series. All these results are con-
cerned with the case of Fourier series of functions of one variable.
Many generalizations to double Fourier series were obtained by the first
 author. The paper 5 contains results on this topic and many references.
However, some results concerning spaces of functions of bounded varia-
tion are still not extended to the multivariate case. First of all, this is
connected with the appropriate choice of the notion ‘‘of bounded varia-
Ž  .tion’’ among those known see, e.g., 10 . For various problems different
approaches to the notion of bounded variation proved to be helpful.
Further, the fact that we are dealing with two or more variables has its
own peculiarities, for instance, a type of convergence has to be chosen.
In this paper we are going to fill the mentioned gap. The results
 obtained may be considered as a supplement to the paper 5 . It is worth
noting that two dimensions are taken only in order to avoid unnecessary
cumbersomeness; all our results hold in arbitrary dimension as well.
2
Ž .We will consider bounded convergence of double sequences x , thatm n
Žis, the convergence as m, n  independently of each other convergence
. Ž .in the Pringsheim sense provided that x O 1 ; if the limit is x wem n
write shortly b-lim x  x.m , n m n
Let f be a real-valued function of two variables, 2-periodic in each
Ž 2 variable and Lebesgue integrable on the square Q  , . Let f be
the associated double Fourier series of the function f ,
f s, t  A s, t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k l
k , l
where
² :A s, t  2 f , E s, t .Ž . Ž .k l k l k l
Here
E s, t  cos ks cos lt , sin ks cos lt , cos ks sin lt , sin ks sin lt ,Ž . Ž .k l
² : 4the sign  ,  denotes the canonical inner product on  , and f is thek l
vector of Fourier coefficients of f , that is,
f  2 f s, t E s, t ds dt.Ž . Ž .HHk l k l
Q
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Finally, we put  2 for k l 0,  1 for k l 1, and  0
otherwise.
If a set of functions f is denoted by X we will denote by
ˆ  4X f : f X
the set of the associated double Fourier series endowed with the norm
    f  f .ˆX X
 Ž .Sometimes we shall write also f  f .k l
Let BV be the space of all functions of two variables of bounded
Ž  .variation on Q in the sense of Vitali cf. 9; 10; 20, p. 87 . This is defined
as follows: a function f is said to be of bounded Vitali variation if for the
additive set function
f D  f s , t  f s , t  f s , t  f s , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined on the rectangles R with vertices, say s , t , s , t , s , t ,1 1 2 1 1 2
Ž .s , t Q, the sums2 2
f DŽ .Ý k
corresponding to the decompositions of Q into rectangles D have a finitek
upper limit. Generally speaking, the space of functions of bounded varia-
Ž  .tion is equivalent to the space of additive set functions see 16, 20 ,
generating a finite signed measure on Q.
It is well known that a function of bounded Vitali variation may not
Ž  .even be Lebesgue integrable see, e.g., 1 . Under the additional assump-
tion of bounded variation in each variable we get a space of functions of
Ž  .bounded Hardy variation, written V see, e.g., 9, 10 . This space is widely
used in generalizations of the theory of Fourier series. Actually, given
g BV we have the representation
g s, t  f s, t  f s  f t , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Žwith a function f V and some functions f , i 1, 2 of one variable see,i
 .e.g, 10, Theorem 9 . We can choose the norm

 f  sup f s, t  sup d f s, tŽ . Ž .V H t
 4  4s , t  , s  ,

2 sup d f s, t  d f s, t  , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .H HHs st
 Q 4t  ,
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using the one- and two-dimensional total variations; note that all the
ˆŽ . Ž  .integrals in 3 are finite see, e.g., 9, p. 224 . We denote by dV the
space of all double FourierStieltjes series of functions in V, i.e.,
f  2 E s, t F ds dtŽ . Ž .HHk l k l
Q
for some F V. This space is endowed with the norm
   f  f  F ds dt .Ž .ˆdV dV HH
Q
ˆ  Ž .In other words dV is the space of all f  f such thatk l
 ² :F  2 f , I EÝ k l k l
k , l
is the ‘‘Fourier series’’ of a function of bounded variation, where
sin ks sin lt c s sin lt sin ksc t c s c tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k l k l
I E s, t  , , , ,Ž .k l ž /kl kl kl kl
Ž . Ž .k Ž Ž .0.where we define c s  1  cos ks, and set cos 0 x 1 0k
 0 and sin 0 x0 x  .
Ž .Let A  be a triangular matrix summability method given bym nk l
means of a transformation matrix of a double series into a double
sequence. Let us denote the A-means of the double series f by  f ,m n
 f s, t   A s, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým n m nk l k l
k , l	m , n
Naturally,  F will denote such means for F. Denote by K the kernelm n m n
of the summability method A,
K s, t  2 cos ks cos lt ,Ž . Ým n m nk l
k , l	m , n
and by L the Lebesgue constants of A,m n
2L  4 K s, t ds dt ,Ž .HHm n m n
R
 2where R 0, .
We will consider only methods for which
b-lim  1 for all k , lm nk l
m , n
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and
L O 1 .Ž .m n
Similarly, for another summability method B satisfying all these proper-
 ties, its transformation matrix entries are denoted by  . Finally,  Lm nk l
denotes the L1-norm on Q.
 ˆTHEOREM 1. In order that f  dV it is necessary and sufficient that
  f O 1 . 4Ž . Ž .Lm n
 ˆProof. Necessity. Let f  dV . Then we have with the associated
function F V
 f x , y  2 K x s, y t F ds dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HHm n m n
Q
and
 f x , y dx dyŽ . Ž .HH m n
Q
2	  F ds dt K x s, y t dx dyŽ . Ž .HH HH m n
Q Q
   L f .ˆdVm n
Sufficiency. For an arbitrary measurable subset E
Q denote
F E   f s, t ds dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .HHm n m n
E
Ž .In view of 4 this double sequence is uniformly bounded as well as the
sequence of variations of these functions. Therefore this double sequence
Ž .is in the dual space of C C Q and is contained in the polar of a
neighborhood of zero U in C
  4	 C* : 	 f 	 1 for all fU .
Since C is separable, the polar is sequentially compact in the weak*-topol-
Žogy this is a corollary to the BanachAlaoglu theorem for separable
 .spaces; see, e.g., 21, Chap. 3, Theorem 3.17 . Hence, there exist a
Ž . Ž .subsequence F of F and a set function F in V such that for eachm n m nq q
g C
lim g s, t F ds dt  g s, t F ds dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH HHm nq qq Q Q
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Take the components of E as g. The following is true for every compo-k l
nent and thus we will write it in the vector-valued form
2 E s, t F ds dt  b-lim2 E s, t F ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH HHk l k l m nq qqQ Q
 b-lim2 E s, t  f s, t ds dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH k l m nq qq Q
 b-lim f  f .m n k l k l k lq qq
 ˆŽ .Hence f  f  dV , and the theorem is proved.k l
Remark 1. Actually, in this theorem we do not need the method to be
triangular. A similar result for restricted convergence of either Cesaro or`
 Abel summability methods was proved in 31, Chap. 17 . In an earlier
 paper by Skvortsova 23 diagonal convergence was considered.
ˆ  ˆSince dV is, in a sense, the space of integrated f  V , we readily
Ž  .obtain cf. 25, p. 72 .
 ˆCOROLLARY 1. In order that f  V it is necessary and sufficient that
2
  f s, tŽ . Ž .m n
ds dtO 1 .Ž .HH

 s 
 tQ
3
Let a function g have the double Fourier series
g s, t  B s, t ,Ž . Ž .Ý k l
k , l
² : Ž .where as above B  2 g , E with g as the double sequence ofk l k l k l k l
Fourier coefficients of g. Following Goes and Tynnov, the space of all
double trigonometric series f for which the double numerical series
²  : ² :f , g  2 f , gÝ k l k l
k , l
 ˆis boundedly A-summable for every g in a space X is called A-comple-
ˆ ˆŽ . mentary to X , written X A . The following theorem was proved in 5,
Theorem 3.3 for functions of bounded Vitali variation but because of
Ž .relation 2 between two variations it is true in the present setting.
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ˆ ˆTHEOREM 2. The A-complementary space to C is dV .
ˆ ˆŽ .In other words, by Theorem 2 we have C A  dV .
This result does not depend on A as long as it satisfies our conditions.
ˆŽ .Let us characterize V A .
 ˆŽ .THEOREM 3. In order that f  V A it is necessary and sufficient
Ž .that the double sequence  F is boundedly conergent.m n
Proof. By Parseval’s identity and definition of a complementary space,
this statement is equivalent to finding conditions for bounded convergence
of the double sequence of the double integrals
 f s, t g s, t ds dt 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH m n
Q
as m, n  for all g V. This is the double sequence of functionals on
ˆV and what should be stated is equivalent to the BanachSteinhaus
theorem in an appropriate setting. By taking the indicator function  ofQ x y    Ž .the rectangle Q   , x   , y as g in 5 , the relationx y
 f s, t  s, t ds dt F Q   F x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH m n Q m n x y m nx y
Q
Ž .yields the bounded convergence of  F .m n
Ž .Conversely, we want to show that the sequence of functionals in 5 is
Ž .boundedly convergent if  F is boundedly convergent. Integration bym n
parts, as described in the Appendix leads to the following inequality with
Ž .some c 0 e.g., c 4
  f s, t g s, t ds dt 	 c sup  F s, t  g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ˆHH Vm n m n
Q s, t
Ž .Hence the sequence of functionals in 5 is bounded. The convergence of
this double sequence follows with the dominated convergence theorem
Ž .after integration by parts , which proves our result.
ˆŽ .Since in what follows the dependence on A is not essential for V A ,
ˆŽ .we introduce the following notation V * V A .
4
Let us discuss how Cesaro methods act in the space of functions of`
bounded variation. Let us denote by C ,  the Cesaro method of order`
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 ,  0 of a double sequence into double sequence, namely the one with
weights
n l  1m k  1
1 1 ž / ž /A A m k n lmk nl
a  m nk l   n A A m m n ž / ž /m n
with 0	 k	m and 0	 l	 n. We say that a double series
Ý k l
k , l
  ,   Ž .is C -summable absolute Cesaro summable if the series to series`
transformation yields an absolutely summable series. For the Cesaro`
Ž  .methods this means that cf. 4, p. 84; 29, pp. 3435
m , n
1mn a kl  ,Ž .Ý Ý m nk l  k l
m , n k , l0
where we put 00 1. If f V, then setting
4 x , y ; s, t  f x s, y t  f x s, y t  f x s, y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 f x s, y tŽ .
Ž .we get that  V as a function in s, t , is even in each variable and
hence its double Fourier series consists only of cosines,
 x , y ; s, t  2 p x , y cos ks cos lt . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k l
k , l
It holds that
2 p x , y  A x , y . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .k l k l
Indeed, because of
p x , y  2  x , y ; s, t cos ks cos lt ds dt , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .HHk l
Q
we deduce by direct calculation that
p x , y  2 f u ,  cos k u x cos l   y du d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HHk l
Q
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Ž Taking into account formulas for Fourier coefficients see, e.g., 24, p.
.176 , the fact that we are dealing with even functions, and 2-periodicity
Ž .of f , we obtain 7 .
Ž .THEOREM 4. If  V on Q, then the double Fourier series 1 of f is
  ,  Ž . Ž .C -summable at the point s, t  x, y for eery  ,  0.
  ,     ,   ŽProof. Because of inclusion C 
 C for 0  ,   ,  see
 .27, Theorem 1 , it suffices to consider the case 0  ,  1. Let us
 2denote R 0, . Integrating by parts in each variable while making use
Ž . Ž .of 7 and 8 and the fact sin k 0 for k 0, 1, 2, . . . , we obtain for m,
n 1
A x , y  42  x , y ; s, t cos ms cos nt ds dtŽ . Ž .HHm n
R

 212 4 mn sin ms sin nt  x , y ; s, t ds dt ,Ž . Ž .HH

 s 
 tR
and, e.g.,
 

2 1A x , y 4 m sin ms  x , y ; s,  dsŽ . Ž .Hm0 
 s0

 2
2 1 4 m t sin ms  x , y ; s, t ds dt.Ž .HH

 s 
 tR
 ,   ,  Ž .Let  be the C means of the double sequence mnA ; rememberm n m n
the A are the increments of the Fourier series of f , whilem n
m2
 1 s  A sin ksŽ . Ým mkAm k0
 Ž 1 .is the C means of the sequence 2 sin ms . Then

 2
 ,    x , y   s  t  x , y ; s, t ds dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HHm n m n 
 s 
 tR
Ž We have to prove see the definition of absolute summability above or 27,
  .p. 640; 29, p. 35 ; cf. 4, p. 84 that

1  , mn  x , y  Ž . Ž .Ý m n
m , n1
and that an analogous condition for A and A holds. Therefore wem0 0 n
need the following result.
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LEMMA. For 0  1, the following estimate holds
O ms for all m and s,Ž .
 s Ž .m  ½ O m s for ms 1.Ž .
Proof of the Lemma. The first bound to be proved is obvious:
m m2 O msŽ .
 1 1  s 	 A k s  A O msŽ . Ž .Ý Ým mk mk A Am mk0 k0
Ž  . Žsee 4, p. 78 . Since  0, we have for 0 s	  without loss of
.generality
m m2 2
 1 i k s 1 iŽmk . s s  Im A e  Im A eŽ . Ý Ým mk k ž / ž /A Am mk0 k0
2 2im s i s im s 1 i k s Im e 1 e  Im e A eŽ . Ý k  ž /A Am m km1
 I II .
Since A are positive and decreasing, the following estimate is thek
Ž immediate consequence of Abel’s transform see, e.g., 30, Chap. 1, Sect. 2,
.Theorem 2.2
mp2
1 i k s II 	 A max e .Ým1A pm km1
 i s 1    This maximum does not exceed 2 1 e . Since sin z  2 z  for
 z 	 2, we have
4 11 i s 1 1   II 	 A 1 e O m s .Ž .m1Am
Further,
2 2 i s     I 	 1 e  2 sin s2 O m sŽ . Ž .Ž . A Am m
which completes the proof.
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Continuing the proof of Theorem 4, we use this lemma and obtain

1  1 1m  s  m O ms  O m msŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým
m1 m	1s m1s
 O s  O 1 m1s O 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
m	1s m1s
uniformly for 0 s  since  0. Therefore, in view of  V and
 Ž . Ž  . 0  0, we have see 9, p. 224; 17, pp. 608616m

1  , mn  x , yŽ . Ž .Ý m n
m , n1
2  

1  1 	 m  s n  t  x , y ; s, t ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝHH m n 
 s 
 tR m1 n1
2

O 1  x , y ; s, t ds dt .Ž . Ž .HH

 s 
 tR
The same estimates, in one variable, are used for A and A ; since bym0 0 n
the lemma as above
 m
1 1mA kA A x , yŽ .Ž .Ý Ým mk k 0
m1 k0
  

1 O 1  2 m  s  x , y ; s, dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H m 
 s0m1
 

O 1 O 1  x , y ; s, ds ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H

 s0
and we are done.
Theorem 4 holds with any summability method A being stronger than
  ,   Ž C , as, e.g., the multiple Abel method for the inclusion see, e.g., 28;
  .29, p. 40 ; for multiple power series methods, see, e.g., 6 .
5
  ,  The next theorem is of the ‘‘converse’’ type, that is, the C -summa-
bility of the double Fourier series is assumed, while something is con-
cluded on the function itself. We consider the simplest case, namely, that
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of absolute convergence. Let us define a function  , with  ,  0, as , 
1 1 1 1
 x , y ; s, t  1 u 1  x , y ; us, t du d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H , 
0 0
THEOREM 5. If the double Fourier series f is absolutely conergent at the
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž .point s, t  x, y , then   V on 0, for eery  ,  0, 1 .1 , 1
Ž  .Proof. It has to be proved that see 9, p. 224
2

H  x , y ; s, t ds dt . 9Ž . Ž .HH 1 , 1
 s 
 tR
Given
A x , y  , 10Ž . Ž .Ý m n
m , n
Ž . Ž .this and 6 and 7 yield that the double Fourier series of 
A x , y cos ms cos ntŽ .Ý m n
m , n
converges uniformly on R. Hence, denoting for 0  1
1 
c s  1 x cos sx dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
we obtain
 x , y ; s, t  A x , y c ms c nt . 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 , 1 m n  
m , n
By the Leibnitz rule we obtain

 2 d d
 x , y ; s, t  A x , y c ms c ntŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 , 1 m n  
 s 
 t ds dtm , n
provided that term by term differentiation is permissible. Let us check this.
Since 0  1 and s 0, integrating by parts we obtain
1 11c s   s 1 x sin sx dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
and by the known estimate of the Fourier transform of a power function
Ž  Ž ..cf., e.g., 11, 1.16
d O 1 for s	 1m,Ž .
c ms Ž .  1½ds O 1 m s for s 1mŽ . Ž .
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Ž  . Ž .cf. 8, p. 14; 18, p. 565 . In view of 10 , it follows at once that the mixed
Ž . Ž .differentiated double series 11 converges uniformly on R in s, t . This
justifies the differentiation. Observe that, e.g., for 0  1
 d 1m 1c ms ds O 1 ds O m ms dsO 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hds0 0 1m
	 Ž .uniformly for m 1. Observe that c 0  0. Now we find, using the
Ž .above estimates and 11 , that
 d d
H	 A x , y c ms ds c nt dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H Hm n  ds dt0 0m , n
O 1 A x , y  ,Ž . Ž .Ý m n
m , n
Ž .and 9 is proved.
6
Ž . Ž .A double sequence   is called a multiplier of class X, Y if them n
double series

Tf s, t   A s, tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý m n m n
m , n
 ˆis the double Fourier series of a function from Y, whenever f  X .
Ž .The numbers  are called A , B summability factors if for eachm n b b
boundedly A-summable double series Ýu the double series Ý u isk l k l k l
Ž . Ž    .boundedly B-summable, written  A , B . Analogously,  A , Bb b
if absolute A- and B-summability, respectively, is assumed.
The following results in 2, Theorem 2; 5, Theorem 4.1; 19, Theorem 6
and below illustrate some connections between summability factors and
multipliers.
Ž .THEOREM 6. If the numbers  are A , B summability factors, thenm n b b
ˆ ˆŽŽ . Ž ..the double sequence  is a multiplier of the class X A , X B for any
space X.
COROLLARY 2. If for some  ,  0 the conditions
 O 1 , lim1  lim1  0,Ž .m n m m n n m n
n m
  1, 1m 1 n 1    Ž . Ž .Ý m n m n
m , n
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Ž .are satisfied, then  is a multiplier of the class dV, dV , and of the class
Ž .V *,V * .
 For the notion of fractional difference, see, e.g., 19, p. 7; 22 .
Let us study similar relations for absolute summability. Define a class of
functions of two variables
V  f :   V on Q  ,  0 . 4 Ž . ,  1 , 1
Let E be the convergence method for double series, that is, E C 0, 0. By
Ž .Theorem 4, given f V on Q its double Fourier series 1 is absolutely
   ,  Cesaro summable on Q for  ,  0, that is, f  C . If `
Ž   ,    . Ž .C , E , then the double series Ý A x, y converges absolutelyk l k l
Ž . Ž .and hence by Theorem 5 we have for  ,  0, 1 that Tf  V . , 
Thus, we proved:
Ž   ,    .THEOREM 7. If  C , E for 0  ,  1, then  is a multiplier
Ž . Ž .of class V, V for eery  ,  0, 1 . , 
Ž .COROLLARY 3. If for some  ,  0, 1 there holds
 
 O m 1 n 1 ,Ž . Ž .m n
Ž .then  is a multiplier of class V, V . , 
 The proof follows from 3, Theorem 3 and Theorem 7.
Remark 2. Theorems 5 and 7 may be generalized by taking the method
a, b Ž .C in place of E, where 0	 a, b	  , . Then 10 should be substituted
by the C a, b means when proving Theorem 5. One can find conditions for
Ž   ,    a, b .   C , C in 3 . In order to generalize Theorem 5 for  ,  1,
 Lemma 3 in 7 should be generalized.
APPENDIX
By applying Fubini’s theorem with two functions F, G of bounded
Ž .Hardy variation being normalized as right continuous on
x yb d 2 2d F u ,  d G x , yŽ . Ž .H H H H u x y
a c a c
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we obtain the following formula for partial integration in two dimensions
b d 2F u ,  d G u , Ž . Ž .H H u
a c
b d 2 G u ,   d F u , Ž . Ž .H H u
a c
b b
 G u , d d F u , d  G u , c d F u , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hu už /a a
d d
 G b ,   d F b ,   G a,   d F a, Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H ž /c c
 FG b , d  FG b , c  FG a, d  FG a, c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
For a corresponding one-dimensional formula, see, e.g., 15, Theorem
21.67 .
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